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Abstract
Because the comprehensive evaluation system of College Students’ performance is not perfect, most schools take the examination

results as the only standard to evaluate students, leading to the contemporary college students can only cope with the examination

and lack of independent thinking ability and innovation. In this paper, principal component analysis and cluster analysis are used
to evaluate students’ performance. Taking the real performance of 39 students in class 1 of information and computing science of

Science College of Guangdong University of Petrochemical Technology in 2020-2021-1 semester as the evaluation object, this paper

uses MATLAB software combined with two analysis methods to analyze more information about students’ performance, so as to
evaluate students’ performance more scientifically, accurately, fairly and fairly..In this paper, principal component analysis and cluster analysis can help teachers improve their teaching quality and teach students in accordance with their aptitude. Through principal
component analysis, from the perspective of professional courses and non professional courses, we can give students a relatively

clear direction of employment or postgraduate entrance examination, help students find their strengths, and pursue innovative,
unique and personalized development.
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Introduction
The traditional student achievement evaluation system uses

the method of summation or weighted average. These two methods are relatively general for the evaluation of students’ comprehensive performance, which can not reflect the unique character-

istics and independent innovation ability of students, and can not
distinguish the advantages and disadvantages of students in each
course.

At present, most colleges and universities have no fixed require-

teachers give the usual scores according to the attendance rate of

students, the times of being late and absent from class, This evaluation method lacks objectivity and scientificity.

Based on the principal component analysis and cluster analysis,

this paper improves the above disadvantages, and promotes college students to improve their independent innovation ability.
The basic principle of principal component analysis

Principal component analysis is to take a mathematical dimen-

ments on how to score the scores of professional courses. Most

sion reduction method, find out a few comprehensive variables to

scores are given by teachers, they have strong subjectivity. Most

variables as much as possible, and they are not related to each

courses are given according to the test scores and usual scores,
and according to the proportion. But if the test scores and usual

replace the original many variables, so that these comprehensive
variables can represent the amount of information of the original
other.
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Set up

Is a p-dimensional random vari-

able X. The expectation matrix and covariance matrix of are known.
tion:

Consider the following linear transforma(1)

------ (2)

Principal component is a linear combination of the original P

F1, F2, ..., FP variables They are not correlated with each other, and

the variance reaches the maximum. From the covariance matrix or
correlation coefficient matrix of the original data, the eigenvalues
of the matrix can be obtained
responding F1 And so on

Of which λ1 cor-

The

contribution rate of the i-th principal component is calculated. The
larger the contribution rate is, the more information the i-th principal component synthesizes the original variables.
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dent number is replaced by a new two digit number. For example,

the original student number 19124120101 is recorded as 01; And
the students who repeat their grades and transfer their majors will

be recorded after the 34th. For example, 17124120233 is recorded
as 35;19024020207 is 36, and so on.

For the students who failed in the second make-up examination,

their scores were taken as the data objects.

When selecting data, because each student’s elective courses

have different class hours, credits and subjects, it is difficult to
compare the results of elective courses, so these courses are abandoned in data processing.

See table 1 for the original data of students’ comprehensive

scores; After the data processing, the comprehensive score data of

The idea of cluster analysis

In this paper, the k-means algorithm is applied. Firstly, K objects

are randomly selected as the initial cluster centers, and then the
distance between each object and each seed cluster center is calculated, and each object is assigned to the nearest cluster center. Cluster centers and the objects assigned to them represent a cluster.

Once all the objects are assigned, the cluster center of each cluster
will be recalculated according to the existing objects in the cluster.
This process will be repeated until a termination condition is met.

Principal component analysis and cluster analysis of students’
performance
Evaluation object and evaluation index
Taking 39 students of class 1 of information and Computing

Science in Guangdong University of Petrochemical Technology in

Table 1: Comprehensive score data of original students.

2019 as the object, 10 compulsory courses: Discrete Mathematics

in 2020-2021-1 semester were selected X1 Career and development

planning of College Students X2, workplace English (X3)College
Physics Experiment X4, Java application development X5 College

Physical Education (III) X6 College Physics (II) X7 Probability theory
and mathematical statistics X8 website design and development X9

Mathematical analysis (II) X10 . As a variable, the 10 courses of the
39 students make up 39×10 matrix, as the original data matrix.
Data preprocessing

For the convenience of data analysis, the original 11 digit stu-

Table 2: Comprehensive score data table of students after data
processing.
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each subject is shown in table 2.

Figure 1: Box line diagram of 10 professional courses.
Statistical analysis of the results of each course
Note: in the x-axis of figure 1, 1 represents discrete mathematics,

2 represents college students’ career and development planning, 3
represents Workplace English (I), 4 represents college physics experiment, 5 represents software application development, 6 repre-

sents College Physical Education (III), 7 represents College Physics
(II), 8 represents probability theory and mathematical statistics,

9 represents website design and development, and 10 represents
mathematical analysis (III).

It can be seen from figure 1 that the box length of discrete math-

ematics, probability theory and mathematical statistics, and math-

ematical analysis (III) is relatively long, which indicates that the
students’ scores of these three courses are scattered, that is to say,
the comprehensive scores of these three courses can check the stu-

dents’ learning situation to a certain extent. For the four courses of
college physics experiment, College Physics (II), probability theory
and mathematical statistics, and mathematical analysis (III), the

average score and upper quartile are lower than 80, which means
that the four courses are relatively difficult for most students.
Cluster analysis of student achievement

This paper uses k-means algorithm. Considering the scale of the

sample, the number of clusters is determined to be in the range of

5-13, and then the sum of squares of the total error of each cluster
is calculated. The calculation results show that when the number
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of clusters is 8, the sum of squares of the total error of the corre-

sponding cluster is the smallest, so the final number of clusters is

Table 3: K-means algorithm results.
8. The clustering results are shown in table 3.

It can be seen from table 3 that there is a large gap in the com-

prehensive data of students among different types, while there is
a small gap within the class. The second kind of students’ com-

prehensive score is higher. The first kind of students are weak in
probability theory and mathematical statistics, College Physics (II),

discrete mathematics and mathematical analysis (III).The third

and fourth categories of students’ comprehensive performance
ranking are relatively low, and there is a serious phenomenon of

partial subjects. The fifth category is the one with the largest num-

ber of students. There is an extreme phenomenon in mathematical

analysis (III) of students in this category. The difference between
the highest score and the lowest score is 17 points. However, the

comprehensive scores of students in the fifth category are all middle and upper, and the scores of all subjects are about the average.
The sixth kind of students’ comprehensive scores are lower than
middle, but there is no obvious bias phenomenon. The seventh and
eighth categories of students’ comprehensive performance ranking
are relatively low, and for most of the courses are relatively weak.
Principal component analysis of student achievement

This paper uses MATLAB software to analyze the scores of 10

courses of 39 students in information 19-1 class.

It can be seen from the data in Table 4 that most of the students

have differences in the ranking of principal component scores and
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•
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Teachers can find and solve problems from the principal com-

ponent analysis and cluster analysis of students’ performance,
constantly improve their teaching quality and teach students
•

in accordance with their aptitude.

For college students’ career and development planning, college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship, college phys-

ics and other courses, the credits and class hours of these

courses are very small compared with professional courses.

Table 4: Principal component analysis comprehensive ranking
and comprehensive performance ranking.

The school should appropriately increase the proportion of
these courses to cultivate students with both ability and political integrity.

comprehensive scores. The main reason may be that the contribu-

tion rate of the first principal component after principal component
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